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Abstract—This paper presents a modified Iterative Closest
Point (ICP) algorithm based on a suitable selection of initial
points and local optical flow to speed up registration of static
scenes with high accuracy. The biggest disadvantages of using
standard ICP algorithm are appropriate initialization and ef-
fective matching point step in each iteration. In the proposed
modification we deal with these problems and optimize this
method for Augmented Reality application. As this application
uses RGB-D images sequence the changes between consecutive
key-frames are small. Therefore only small subset of the source
image key-points is selected using scale-space pyramid and FAST
approaches. It leads to the significant reduction of the number of
the processed image points. Since the point matching technique
using local optical flow is applied, in each optimization step of
ICP the costly point matching procedure can be abandoned.
The proposed approach has been validated by the numerical
examples.

I. INTRODUCTION

T
HE reconstruction of the geometry of the environment

from a movable camera is a well studied problem in

the category of computer vision topics. In theory, the de-

termination of the trajectory is already possible with the

use of only a few reference points traced in real time [1].

However, the smaller number of tracked points makes the

solution more sensitive to data noise. Recently, we have

seen significant progress in the development of methods for

dense 3D reconstruction from many images. Unfortunately,

many of these proposed approaches are not able to work

in real time [2]. In addition, they usually require a large

number of calibrated images, making them unsuitable for live

reconstruction from one movable camera. On the other hand,

there are many approaches for the reconstruction of dense

depth maps from pairs of images [3]. While these approaches

have been shown to provide excellent results in dense depth

estimation, they are usually computationally too expensive for

real-time applications.

In this article we propose modification of the first block of

Iterative Closest Point (ICP) method - looking for a match of

the identities of the points in each iteration. It has been re-

placed with the previous step using local optical tracking. This

approach, perhaps surprisingly, does not involve a significant

loss of speed, but allows a significant reduction in the amount

of data while increasing accuracy. The modified ICP method

was designed for Augmented Reality (AR) applications. AR

is the computer vision system integrating computer generated

virtual information with the real world environment in the form

of image, sound or video. The added information, usually

virtual objects, has to be precisely aligned with the real

world. Image registration is the key element of AR algorithm.

The ICP method was first presented by Besl and Mackay

in 1992 (see [4]). This method is more concept then solid

algorithm. The first step, i.e., the initial selection of the points

is the most important step to enforce ICP method to be

convergent to global rather then to local minimum. There

is always a trade off between using feature points or dense

data. In literature ICP approach is based on feature extracting

methods as in [5]. It leads to long computational time and

low quality of point cloud to be augmented in final step of

AR image generation. Therefore in this paper, we present

different approach than proposed in literature for initial points

selection and matching based on scale-space and Features from

Accelerated Segment Test (FAST) [6], [7] approaches as well

as local optical flow method. The selected set of points may

contain outliers. However, in the proposed method there is

no separate mechanism for removing such points. Outliers are

removed in the optical tracking procedure if they do not meet

the stability criteria of this procedure. As a result, we get a

set of points that no longer contain outliers. Finally in the last

step the error metric is minimized to find the six parameters of

the transformation, i.e. the rotation matrix and the translation

vector. The main focus is on the speed of convergence and

the accuracy of the final transformation and the application it

to construct AR image. The performance of the ICP method

depends mainly on the data and proper initialization. If some a-

priori assumption concerning the similarity of the frames can

be made, the quality of matching is much better. Therefore

in this paper, we assume that point clouds are constructed

from two following frames of a video sequence. The pixel

brightness is also assumed not to change significantly on those

two consecutive frames.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Geometric Registration

Most of the registration methods operate on candidate

correspondences. Popular method use point to point matches
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based on local geometric descriptors [8], other defines corre-

spondence on pairs or tuples of points [9]. When candidate cor-

respondence are collected, alignment is estimated attractively

from sparse subset to correspondence. This iterative process

is typically based on variant of randomized algorithms like

RANSAC [8], [9]. When the data is noisy and the surfaces

only partially overlap, existing pipelines often require many

iterations to sample a good correspondence set and find a

good reasonable alignment. In many applications we have a

priori knowledge that stream of consecutive data observation

has relatively small transformations. This approach is know

in literature as local refinement where rough initial alignment

is known and the result is tight registration usually based on

denser correspondence compared to global alignment [10]. ICP

method and its modifications are popular for local refinement.

The simplest algorithm of the ICP starts with initial alignment

and alternates between establishing correspondence via find

the closest point and recalculate the alignment based on the

current correspondence set. ICP can give an accurate result

when initiated near the optimal position, but it is unreliable

without such initialization. In many papers [11], [12] are

explored different approaches to increase ICP sensitivity to

local optima. There are many modification of ICP method

based on correspondence or transformation parameter estima-

tion step modifications [5]. Park [11] proposed modification

where he used geometry as well as intensity of RGB color

value. This approach is valid when registration use data

stream from the source when conditions are not changed like

frame stream where camera intrinsic parameters are the same.

The accumulated 3D model can be either in the form of a

volumetric representation [12], a 3D point cloud [13] or a set

of depth maps.

B. Optical flow of feature points

Optical flow is popular method of image processing when

there is a need to know the movement (speed and direction) of

the part of the image. According to Akpinar et al. [14], optical

flow estimation algorithms can be grouped according to the

theoretical approach while interpreting optical flow. These are

differential techniques, region-based matching, energy-based

methods and phase-based techniques. There are two groups of

optical flow methods. The first is local optical flow introduced

by Lucas-Kanade [15], and the second global optical flow

introduced by Horn and Schunck [16]. In this paper we mostly

focus on geometric aspect of registration then local optical

flow is more suitable [7], [17]. Input data stream consists color

RGB intensity frames and depth information.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

A. Overview

Our goal is to calculate the rigid body motion transition T

consisting of translation t and rotation R that minimizes the

difference between the two sets of points O and M . In the next

subsections, the process of locating, matching, and filtering

the appropriate feature points is described and the following

section presents the proposed pose estimation calculation.

B. Finding and Matching Visual Features

An RGB-D image consists of a color image I and a depth

image D recorded in the same coordinate frame. We assume

to have a pair of RGB-D (Ii, Di) and (Ij , Dj) images and

an initial T 0 transformation that roughly aligns (Ii, Di) to

(Ij , Dj). Also p = (u, v)T is the a pixel in (Ii, Di) and p2 =
(u2, v2)T is the corresponding pixel in (Ij , Dj). The goal is

to find the optimal transformation that densely aligns the two

RGB-D images. Here we assume that the individual frames

are not distant in time, so that the color intensity of the pixels

does not change rapidly and the initial match T 0 can be equal

to the identity matrix. The first step of registration is to select

feature points using FAST method on RGB image. For image I

FAST point detecting method gives set of feature points P . In

order to avoid the problem with the scale and the high speed of

moving individual points, a scale pyramid is built. The original

RGB image I is used in first layer, then the size of image is

divided by 2 and the resultant image, the same procedure is

repeated until the image becomes too small. As a result the set

N = {Pk} of points is obtained where k is number of layers in

pyramid. Then local optical flow method is used for tracking

of selected points Ni2>j from image Ii on consecutive image

Ij . Let Oi2>j be the set of successfully tracked points and

Ci2>j theirs movement vectors. Then the projections π of the

RGB-D image pixel p = (u, v)T , d = D(p) over 3D space is

done using

Π(u, v, d) = [
(u− cx)d

fx
,
(v − cy)d

fy
, d, 1]T , (1)

where fx and fy are the camera focal lengths and (cx, cy)
is the principal point. The inverse projection function π21 is

defined as follow

π21(x, y, z, 1) = (
xfx

z
+ cx,

yfy

z
+ cy, z)

T . (2)

Using the projection π over points set Oi2>j the 3D point set

is obtained.

Wi2>j = π(Oi2>j) (3)

In practice, the depth component in an RGB-D image need

not always be defined. Then such a pixel cannot be projected

into 3D space. In that case such pixels are not used for 3D

projection. Set Wi,j is also called point cloud. The photometric

objective is to find transformation T satisfying:

p = π21(Tπ(p2, D(p2))). (4)

Projection of pixels p and p2 should be the same point in 3D

space

π(p,D(p)) = Tπ(p2, D(p2)). (5)

C. Pose estimation

The ICP consist of two steps correspondence estimation and

transformation parameter estimation. In the first iteration we

consider two consecutive image frames: current (Ii, Di) and
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registered (Ij , Dj). The objective of correspondence estima-

tion step of ICP is to build mapping function φ which define

correspondence between Ii and Ij

p = φ(p2). (6)

In the proposed method function φ is defined by Ci2>j and

it does not have to be recalculated at each loop step. The

transformation parameters estimation is done by looking for

transformation T that minimize objective function

Tn+1 = argminT

O
�

i=1

|| π(pi, D(pi))−

Tnπ(p
2

i, D(p2i)) ||
2

= argminT

O
�

i=1

|| π(φ(p2i), D(φ(p2i)))−

Tnπ(p
2

i, D(p2i)) ||
2, pi, p

2

i ∈ O

(7)

where n is iteration step counter. The computations may be

completed when the predetermined number of iterations have

been performed or when the estimate of T is sufficient. Opti-

mization problem (7) is solved using Gauss-Newton method.

In each iteration, we linearize T locally as a 6 elements vector

ξ = (ω1, ω2, ω3, t1, t2, t3). ξ contains rotation component ω

and a translation component t.

T ≈

û

ü

ü

ý

1 −ω3 ω2 t1
ω3 1 −ω1 t2
−ω2 ω1 1 t3
0 0 0 1

þ

ÿ

ÿ

ø

Tn (8)

Using the Gauss-Newton optimization scheme, we calculate ξ

by solving the linear system

JT
r Jrξ = −JT

r r (9)

where r is the residual vector and Jr is Jacobian. In each

optimization step n, r and Jr are calculated. Then Tn is

obtained from ξ ( see equation 8). Next T is updated by Tn

using transformation to SE(3) group.

IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

Publicly available sequenced RGB-D framesets were used

for the qualitative evaluation of the method proposed in this

paper. All datasets used for test were published by Sturm [10].

RGB-D frames were registered using Microsoft Kinect device.

Along with the images, the proposed benchmark dataset also

provides the real trajectory taken by the camera acquired by

an external, high-precision motion interception system.

A. Performance comparison

The performance comparison is summarized in the Table I.

Processing time and error were calculated for different RGB-

D sequences. Processing time was calculated as average of

the time for registration consecutive frames. Mean error was

calculated as the difference between benchmark trajectory and

method calculated trajectory. Proposed method was compared

to standard ICP implementation.

Algorithm 1 RGB-D images alignment

Require: Pair of RGB-D images (Ii, Di), (Ij , Dj),
initial transformation T 0

Ensure: T registration transformation from frame i to j

Build scale pyramid for RGB images Ii, Ij
Calculate feature points using FAST method N = {Pk}
Calculate local optical flow for points N and get Oi2>j ,

Ci2>j

Project N into 3D space using projection equation (1)

while not converged do

r ← 0, Jr ← 0
Use Ci2>j as correspondence between points from

frames i and j

Solve equation (9) to get ξ

Update T using equation (8) and map to SE(3)
end while

TABLE I: Speed comparison of proposed method and ICP

Dataset Proposed method ICP method

Processing time
[ms]

Mean error
[m]

Processing time
[ms]

Mean error
[m]

fr1/xyz 0.123 0.251 0.182 0.511

fr1/rpy 0.128 0.262 0.195 0.25

fr2/xyz 0.131 0.17 0.152 0.19

fr2/rpy 0.190 0.291 0.211 0.31

B. Scene reconstruction

Single frame reconstruction is presented on Figure 1. Top

row presents RGB image and depth component that is used

for projection. Bottom row contains 3D projections of frame

and camera location related to scene.

C. Augmented Reality application

Proposed method was used to build AR system as example

of usage. Image 2 presents RGB frames and model position

for different views as well as final AR image. In this case, the

model image in the appropriate position is presented on the

RGB image frame. The problem of obscuring an object added

by scene elements is not considered.

V. CONCLUSION

The article presents an approach to the problem of image

registration in a multi-frame sequence. The proposed method

uses information obtained by an RGB-D camera moving in

a static environment and is compared to the ICP method,

another popular approach often used in similar applications. Its

performance was assessed in terms of accuracy and processing

time on the benchmark data sets. The proposed method

achieved an average accuracy of 12% better than ICP and

the processing time on average 37% better than ICP. The

proposed algorithm works for both consecutive images and

multiple image frames. The novelty of the use of local optical

flow allows for better results than in the case of the classic

ICP algorithm. The application of the proposed method has

been shown on the example of AR. Information from previous

frames is accumulated in the form of a point cloud. This
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(a) RGB image

(b) 3D projection

(c) Depth component

(d) Camera position

Fig. 1: Single frame projection into 3D scene.

(a) Frame (b) Model position (c) AR image

Fig. 2: AR system based on proposed registration method.

feature can be used in applications where 3D reconstruction

plays an important role. In this article we not deal with the

loop closure problem. However this method potentially could

be used for simultaneous location and mapping algorithm

(SLAM) application as well. This will be studied in future

work.
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